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Chalana Perera lived in Europe before

moving to his native Sri Lanka to start his

own venture RETRACE Hospitality, a private

advisory practice specialized in

regenerative hospitality investments.

Passionate about regeneration, his home

country and hospitality, Chalana is on a

mission to empower and encourage local

developers and operators to protect and

preserve natural habitats, local

communities and a rich and deep-rooted

culture through purpose-driven hospitality

investments. It is a great pleasure to have

Chalana share insights into the positioning

and regeneration of a hospitality-cum-

coastal mangrove site in Sri Lanka. 

Old fishing village, including houses

that were damaged by the 2004

Tsunami and repurposed using locally

sourced construction materials

exclusively from the site (glass and

wood from the demolished building;

clay, minerals, bricks and stones). The 9

units, hidden in the forest, were

completely regenerated and embedded

in the ecosystem around them. 

Biodiversity enhanced through natural

rainwater catchment areas instead of 

THE CONTEXT



building rooms which would block  natural

waterflows on site and to make-up for

depleting ground water tables as a result

of neighboring large-scale resorts

consuming more water than local site is

able to provide naturally. 

Reintroduction of native flora and fauna

species (instead of ornamental plants),

conservation and regeneration of

mangroves (which brings benefits such as

carbon sequestration, water and air

purification and biodiversity

enhancement), replenishment of ground

water table and permaculture on site for

native species and humans to benefit

from. 

Furniture created out of upcycled

materials washed up on shore from the

sea (waste, debris), inclusion of onsite

biogas digester to convert organic waste

into either compost for onsite

permaculture, or to create energy. 

Before beginning a regenerative project,

investors, developers and operators must

be able to answer one fundamental

question: what will the “end” of this

asset’s life look like? If the response

includes perpetual improvement for all

stakeholders including the local site and

native environment, then it is

regenerative by default. 

Regeneration in hospitality development

starts with the thought or idea of doing

better from the onset of

conceptualization. Profits will be the

result of purpose-driven decisions

through every stage of the asset and

projects life cycle: combining what is

practical 
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and holistically beneficial (not making

decisions just out of convenience or on a

cost-basis). 

The “ecosystem” or site-specific

conditions should shape the entire

project from investment strategy, design,

construction, and operations. The entire

project should be framed around

improving the existing site conditions.  

Decision-making process (similar to

“Design Thinking”) should be a result of

answering the following: What will this

site look like when it is no longer a

hotel? What needs to be done to make

this location better than it currently is?

How can we improve the quality of the

site and enhance the investor, developer,

operator, guest, employee experiences

simultaneously?  

Everything local: local architects, local

project developer, local materials, local

experiences, local fabrics, local supply

chains, local technology etc 

Hotels are not complicated structures,

essentially, they are a big house. Like in

your own house, you consider the

footprint of taking showers, consuming

energy, steaming, washing, etc. - so

simply apply that to hospitality.  

THE APPROACH

It’s about rethinking the entire

approach to projects or a business in

a systemic way that eliminates waste,

depletion and damage, and instead

reinvigorates. The whole point of

regenerative models is to have a

minimal footprint from the beginning:

the principal challenge for the travel

and tourism sector is transport.  

Like with everything that starts as a

trend or fad and is successful,

regeneration will eventually become

mainstream through communication,

and the story will sell itself, if

delivered with genuine intent, clear

purpose and a consistently high-

quality, while shifting consumer

behavior and newer generations

influencing business decisions and

policy. 



IN A NUTSHELL

Regeneration is about systemic change, it

is a paradigm shift that requires efficient

and sometimes “minimalistic” thinking but

creates value and continuous upside

potential going beyond just “sustaining”.

It is about adding value and continuously

improving for all stakeholders. There are

far more long-term economic and

financial gains from a regenerative

approach than a linear approach to

growth. Every business that wants to be

regenerative, means new business

opportunities and new opportunities for

“material wealth creation”, but return

requirements and margins should not

necessarily be looked at the same as they

are in typical linear economic models. 

It’s not about “compensating” for previous

damage done

Focus on learning new approaches that

are more in-tune with the resources

available to us, and that are more

harmonious and in balance with our

personal well-being, which ultimately

influences planetary well-being.  

 

A lot of things are for our short-term

pleasure: material items, food

consumption, lifestyle choices. By

accumulating experiences, trips, goods,

we tend to not remember all of them, but

only the most impactful. Consume high,

refined quality - by doing so, travel

experiences will be more defining and will

set the pace for regeneration at

grassroots levels across the world. 

"...IT’S ABOUT BEING MORE

MINDFUL AND ACCEPTING THE

NEED TO BE BETTER"


